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Ice core oscillations and abrupt climate
changes: part 1—Greenland ice cores
Michael J. Oard
Secular scientists think ice cores are a major challenge to the biblical timescale. However, deep time is automatically
built into their analysis of ice cores by using uniformitarian assumptions in the form of flow models and ‘tie points’. They
assume the ice sheet has existed for millions of years, and that the annual layers become thinner down the Greenland
ice cores. However, annual layer counting is a subjective exercise that is fitted to the assumed age of the core. The GISP2
and GRIP ice cores graphically show numerous abrupt changes in the oxygen isotope ratios, assumed to be correlated to
temperature. Many other variables are correlated to the oxygen isotope ratio on the large and small scale. The Younger
Dryas event is the last so-called abrupt climate change. Once ‘abrupt climate changes’ were accepted in the Greenland
cores in the 1990s, they were then ‘seen’ in many other climate-related records. An isostatic correction was applied to
each ice core to determine the elevation of the bedrock at the start of the Ice Age. The low elevation of the deep Greenland
ice cores and the warm water surrounding Greenland result in different start times for post-Flood ice buildup.

U

niformitarian scientists and popularizers assume that
ice cores absolutely disprove the short timescale of
the Bible.1 However, an in-depth analysis of ice cores
shows that this is not so.2 This series will delve deeper
into some aspects of ice cores than found in Oard’s 2005
monograph The Frozen Record, including one question
left for future research: the meaning of the many correlated
variables to the isotope ratios on the large-scale and the
‘millennial’ timescale. It will also provide an explanation of
the differences between the ice cores on the Greenland and
Antarctic Ice Sheets within biblical earth history. Part 1 will
describe Greenland ice cores, including two new ones and
an explanation for the warmth before glaciation. Part 2 will
describe Antarctic ice cores, especially the major difference
between the ice cores on the West and East Antarctic Ice
Sheets. Part 3 will provide a solution to the large-scale
isotopic oscillations and the correlated variables in the ice
cores, while part 4 will explain the millennial-scale variations
that are different between the Greenland and Antarctic ice
cores. Part 5 will explain how the anomalous early Holocene
Green Sahara occurred because of the unique conditions of
the Ice Age.

The uniformitarian challenge of Greenland ice cores
Six deep ice cores have been drilled on Greenland (figure
1) since the drilling of the first deep ice core,3 Camp Century,
in 1966. Uniformitarian scientists claim they can actually
count 110,000 ‘annual layers’ down to a depth of 2,800 m,
near the bottom of the GISP2 ice core drilled near the top
of the ice sheet. They believe it is as simple as counting the
rings of a tree to determine its age.

However, uniformitarian scientists have assumed that the
Greenland Ice Sheet has been more or less in equilibrium
(the same size and thickness) for several million years,
which means that their ‘annual layers’ would thin considerably down the ice cores (figure 2). Annual layers thin by
the weight of the ice above and spread horizontally (figure
3). The final thickness of annual layers depends upon the
amount of the ice accumulation and the amount of thinning.
The annual layers are distinct near the top of the ice, but with
thinning and diffusion deeper in the ice, it can be difficult to
interpret them as ‘annual layers’.
Based on the assumption of deep time and equilibrium
for millions of years, uniformitarian scientists have developed flow models. This determines the first guess for their
presumed annual layer thicknesses that are believed to thin
considerably with depth. These flow models are tuned to other events in uniformitarian earth history, called ‘tie points’,
assumed to be accurately dated in other climate records. One
tie point is the date of the transition from the last glacial
maximum (LGM) to the early Holocene about 15,000 ka.
All of these climate records, deep-sea cores, pollen cores,
so-called varves, etc., already have deep time and uniformitarianism built in. Is it any wonder that uniformitarian scientists get results that confirm deep time in ice cores? This
is why secular scientists and ‘old earth’ creation scientists
conclude that ice cores are a fatal flaw to the biblical timescale.1 The old earth creation scholars need to analyze the ice
cores in-depth and stick to biblical earth history, based on
the straightforward reading of Scripture. When this is done,
an alternative is discovered.
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Figure 2. The uniformitarian long-age ice flow model for an ice sheet in
equilibrium for millions of years. Note that the annual layers, showing
schematically as horizontal lines down the centre of the ice sheet, thin
considerably with depth.

Figure 1. Map of Greenland showing ice thickness above sea level with
major ice core locations

Creation-Flood model for the
buildup of the Greenland Ice Sheet
The biblical model postulates that the Greenland Ice Sheet
grew mostly during the Ice Age, which peaked about 500
years after the Flood in the Northern Hemisphere.4,5 The ice
sheet on Greenland would continue to grow after the Ice Age
maximum at the same time as the other Northern Hemisphere
ice sheets melted. The continuing above-average warmth of
the ocean would have grown the Greenland Ice Sheet, but the
growth rate would have decreased with time. Figure 4 presents the postulated increase in the depth of the ice at Camp
Century, Greenland, with time after the Flood.6 From figure 4,
the Greenland Ice Sheet at Camp Century did not start building until about 200 years after the Flood and built up rapidly
in 300 years to about 1,000 m thick. Camp Century then grew
slowly, reaching near-equilibrium at about 3,000 years ago,
or 1,500 years after the Flood. The curve shape for Camp
Century likely is similar to that of the GRIP, GISP2, NGRIP,
DYE-3, and NEEM ice cores, except for likely differences in
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Figure 3. One annual layer of ice compressed vertically due to pressure
from the ice and snow above. Horizontal lengthening compensates for
the vertical shortening.

the timing of the start of ice accumulation. GRIP, GISP2, and
NGRIP, being near the centre of the ice sheet, likely started
accumulating about 150 years after the Flood. The start of
glaciation was delayed because Greenland was surrounded
by warm water early in the Ice Age with early glaciation
starting in the mountains (which with respect to the bedrock
are mostly around Greenland’s coasts).
In both the creationist and uniformitarian models, the
present-day accumulation is about 0.2 m/yr. Since the very
uppermost, most recent layers have experienced almost
no thinning, the uppermost annual layer thicknesses (both
before and after thinning) should be about the same for both
models. However, the deeper annual layers in the biblical
model would be much thicker than those presumed from the
uniformitarian model. With thinning due to the layers above,
the average annual layer from about 175 years, the average
beginning of ice buildup at the low elevations, to 500 years
would be about 3 m/yr. But if we allow for thinning of the ice,
the real annual layer average accumulation would be around
3–6 m/yr for those first 325 years. Part 3 will show that this
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is reasonable under the conditions of the Creation-Flood Ice
Age. Thinning would be the greatest at the deeper depths
in the ice, so the biblical annual layer thicknesses today for
about 4,300 years of thinning would be close to that shown
in figure 5, which is compared to the secular annual layer
thickness due to deep time.7 How one views the ice sheets,
either from the naturalistic or the biblical worldview, determines the results one gets upon analysis.

Uniformitarian ice core years based on assumptions
The uniformitarian scientists have essentially ‘dated’ the
Greenland ice cores based on their assumptions.2,8 This was
revealed when they ‘counted’ the annual layers in the GISP2
core (figure 6). The glaciologists arrived at 85,000 years at
a depth of 2,800 m. Since this timescale disagreed with the
timescale based on deep-sea cores and the Milankovitch
mechanism, which really ‘dates’ deep-sea and ice cores (see
part 2), the researchers went back and ‘re-dated’ the bottom
500 m with a higher resolution laser beam. The laser beam
that detects variable dust loading went from 8 mm resolution to 1 mm resolution. Of course, with higher resolution
more ‘wiggles’ were detected (figure 7). They ‘discovered’
25,000 more wiggles, interpreted as annual layers, for an age
of 110,000 years at 2,800 m—just the date they needed!9 This
demonstrates one way in which deep time and the Milankovitch assumption influence observations on ice cores.
Creation scientists conclude that with an annual accumulation rate of 4–6 m/yr during the Ice Age, wiggles in each
annual layer would be multiple storm or within-storm oscillations. The oxygen isotope ratios, one of the variables used
in annual layer counting, can vary as much in a storm, due
mainly to the warm and cold sectors, as the annual layer.10,11
Thinning and diffusion would not wipe out such oscillations
with such thick annual layers. This especially shows the differences assumptions make in the analysis and results.

Figure 4. The thickness of the Greenland Ice Sheet at Camp Century as
a function of time after the Flood (modified from Vardiman,6 p. 44, and
redrawn by Melanie Richard)

Figure 5. The thickness of annual ice layers down the GRIP ice core on
central Greenland, calculated according to the evolutionary-uniformitarian
model (De Angelis et al., 43 p. 26683) and the biblical Ice Age model

How do so many ice core variables correlate?
Oard’s 2005 monograph on ice cores, The Frozen Record,
ended with possibilities for future research.12 One was finding
how carbon dioxide, methane, various chemicals, dust, etc.,
measured down the ice cores, can be correlated to the oxygen
isotope ratios. Many of these variables even correlate with
what are believed to be millennial-scale changes. The changes are so rapid that they are called ‘abrupt climate changes’
(figure 8). Uniformitarian scientists have difficulty explaining
many of these correlations. How all these variables correlate
will be explained within the biblical Ice Age model for the
large scale in part 3 and the small scale in part 4.

Figure 6. Photograph of a 19 cm long section of GISP2 ice core from
1855 m showing annual layer structure illuminated from below by a
fibre optic source (NOAA, public domain). Section contains 11 annual
supposed layers with summer layers (arrowed) sandwiched between
darker winter layers.
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Abrupt climate changes
seen in the Greenland ice cores
In the 1990s, a paradigm shift took place in glacial paleoclimatology.13 It was discovered from the two deep ice cores,
GISP2 and GRIP, drilled 28 km (17 mi) apart at the top of
the Greenland Ice Sheet (figure 1), that the oxygen isotope
ratio fluctuated abruptly numerous times (figure 9).14,15 The
oxygen isotope ratio is defined as:
δ18O = [(18O/16O)sample – (18O/16O)standard]/ (18O/16O)standard × 1,000‰

Figure 7. Schematic of how more ‘wiggles’ in dust show up when
measured at a finer resolution, for example between a laser beam with
a width of 8 mm and one of 1 mm. Secular annual layers indicated by
short horizontal lines. Although many years are indicated in both curves,
such profiles with variable dust wiggles can represent one annual layer
or part of an annual layer in the biblical Ice Age model (from Oard,2 p. 75).

Figure 8. The δ18O series from the present to 110,000 years and
correlations with various chemical ions in the GISP2 core (from Mayeweski
et al.17)
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(1)

It is measured in parts per thousand or per million, and there
are several standards.
These oxygen isotope fluctuations are also correlated to
changes in other variables such as various chemicals (figure
8).16,17 The most important ions that determine the origins of
many chemicals are sodium and calcium. Approximately 95%
of sodium is of marine origin, while almost all calcium is of
continental origin.16,17 High concentrations of these chemicals
are correlated with low oxygen isotope ratios for stadials and
vice versa for interstadials. Magnesium, potassium, chloride,
and sulfate are also correlated with the oxygen isotope ratios
and sodium, but nitrate and ammonium are poorly correlated.
Carbon dioxide within the air bubbles in the ice is poorly
correlated to the abrupt changes in Greenland cores, but it
is supposedly correlated with Heinrich events with amplitude of about 20 ppmv.18 Carbon dioxide, correlated to the
oxygen isotope ratios, also rises about 80 ppmv from the
last glacial maximum to the early Holocene, which is considered a mystery.19 However, the details of carbon dioxide
in the Greenland and the Antarctic cores do not match well
during the Ice Age. One significant problem, especially in
Greenland ice cores, is that carbon dioxide can be altered
by dust and in situ chemicals (e.g. sulfuric acid).20 It is also
observed to increase in melt layers. An extreme case of CO2
enrichment was shown by a rise of 200 ppm in only 4 cm of
core.20 Organic matter in cores can also affect not only carbon
dioxide measurements, but also methane measurements.21
Oxygen isotope ratios are also correlated to the amount of
dust, with low oxygen isotope ratios, or colder temperatures,
generally correlated to high amounts of dust in the Greenland
ice cores.22 Methane, which is generally the same between the
two hemispheres, is even more highly correlated to abrupt
changes than carbon dioxide (figure 10).23 It can be used to
correlate between the hemispheres.
The abrupt changes in the oxygen isotope ratio were noted
in the earlier deep Camp Century (figure 11) and Dye-3 (figure 12) ice cores, but little attention was paid to them. To
show how uniformitarian and deep time assumptions enter
the analysis in the Camp Century ice core (figure 11), figure
13 shows a plot with ‘time’ and the resulting greatly stretched
out lower portion of the ice core.
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It was not until the GISP2 and GRIP
cores were drilled at the top of the ice
sheet that the abrupt oxygen isotope
changes really stood out (figures 14
and 9). The abrupt changes are also
seen in the new deep ice cores, NEEM
and NorthGRIP (NGRIP), drilled
north-west of GISP2 and GRIP (figure 1). NEEM and NGRIP ice cores
are very similar to GISP2 and GRIP.
Oxygen isotope ratios are generally
correlated to temperature, but there are
Figure 9. Plot of the oxygen isotope ratio fluctuations during the Ice Age portion of the GISP2 ice
core, central Greenland according to the uniformitarian timescale in thousands of years (from
many other variables that can affect
Schulz27). It shows wild abrupt changes. The numbers refer to the Dansgaard-Oeschger events.
isotope ratios, such as the temperature
and oxygen isotope ratio of the evaporating seawater, the distance of travel
of the moisture, the latitude, the longitude, the proportion of the precipitation
that falls in summer versus winter, the
precipitation intensity, the temperature
in the cloud at condensation, and the
number of condensation cycles.24 For
the sake of discussion, we will assume
that the oxygen isotope ratios are proportional to temperature.
If one interprets these oxygen isotope fluctuations just in terms of temperature within the uniformitarian system, it would mean that in the Northern
Hemisphere, or at least in the North
Atlantic area, the temperatures fluctuated up to 10–20°C on a millennial
timescale.15 However, it was the abrupt
rate of change that has startled secular
scientists. The rate of change appears
to have taken from a decade25 to as
short as 1 to 3 years!26 The changes
lasted for about a millennium or two
and then shifted back again to the original oxygen isotope value.
These fluctuations are named Dansgaard-Oescher (D-O) events after two
Figure 10. The NorthGRIP oxygen isotope ratios showing the D-O events that are correlated with
prominent researchers. It is suggested
methane from the WDC ice core (WAIS Divide) on the West Antarctic Ice Sheet in thousands of
that the average period of these D-O
years (panels 1 and 2). The third and fourth panels are the deuterium excess and the oxygen isotope
ratios on the WAIS Divide ice core (see part 2).
events is about 1,470 years,27 and there
are about 25 of them (only 20 of them
originated from the Hudson Strait Ice Stream. D-O events do
are shown in figure 9).28 However, some researchers think
not necessarily correlate with Heinrich events.31 Melting of
there is no certain period for D-O events and that they
29
the Laurentide and Scandinavian Ice Sheets at regular interare random. There are also ‘Heinrich events’, based on
vals are believed to have discharged an enormous number
what are interpreted to be six to eight episodes of ice-rafted
of icebergs into the North Atlantic Ocean. The icebergs are
debris (IRD) dispersed about every 7,000 to 10,000 years in
North Atlantic deep-sea cores.30 They are believed to have
believed to have rapidly changed the heat exchange over the
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Figure 11. The oxygen isotope ratio to bedrock down the Camp Century,
north-west Greenland, ice core. Just the average isotope ratio is shown
for the layers above 1,100 m (3,600 ft), which is the post Ice Age ice.
(From Vardiman,44 p. 56.)

oceans and cooled the atmospheric temperatures.32 What is
especially perplexing is that one would expect an armada of
icebergs during a warm phase, but they surprisingly occur just
after extreme cooling and during the millennial-scale cold
periods.33 The data on Heinrich events, of course, depends
upon the ‘accurate dating’ of deep-sea cores and identifying
true IRDs. The dating of deep-sea cores themselves depends
upon evolution, uniformitarianism, and deep time.34

The special Younger Dryas event
One of these abrupt climate changes that had been noticed
for a long time, before the 1990s, is the Younger Dryas cold
event (figure 15). It is the last cold fluctuation during deglaciation after the warm Bølling-Allerød event. The Younger
Dryas is supposed to have lasted about 1,000 to 1,500 years
at the very end of the ‘last’ ice age. It had a temperature
drop of about 15°C relative to today35 and is dated about
11,700–12,900 years ago.
Dr Larry Vardiman, formerly of the Institute for Creation
Research, believes that changing sea ice areas or an ice shelf
change can produce the Younger Dryas cold event.6 Although
it is possible, this hypothesis seems unlikely because the
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Figure 12. δ18O versus depth in the Dye-3 ice core, southern Greenland
(from Vardiman,44 p. 57)

Younger Dryas is similar to all the other abrupt climate
changes during the Ice Age, even near the beginning of ice
buildup. There would have been no significant sea ice in the
early-to-mid Ice Age because of the warm oceans. Sea ice
would have increased rapidly during deglaciation since fresh
water floats on salt water and freezes more easily. It is likely
the sea ice covered a greater area than today by the end of
the Ice Age. So, we must look for another mechanism, which
will be discussed in part 4.

Abrupt climate changes suddenly
seen in other climatic data sets
It is amazing that abrupt climate shifts were rarely if even
seen in other such post-Flood climate records before the
GISP2 and GRIP ice cores were drilled. But once those ice
cores were analyzed, the idea of catastrophic climate shifts
took hold. It is interesting that researchers later ‘discovered’
them in many other climatic data sets on land and sea, for
instance in deep sea cores and lake pollen data.13 They are
also seen in the tropics.36,37 Sarnthein et al. state:
“Since these first discoveries from the Greenland
Summit cores in the early 1990s, the record of this
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Figure 13. The oxygen isotope ratio and assumed temperature of
snowfall for the Camp Century, north-west Greenland, ice core plotted
with uniformitarian time. Notice that the Ice Age portion of figure 8 gets
stretched out in time because of their assumptions (from Vardiman,44 p. 47).

unexpected climatic behavior has been found in many
regions, including polar ice sheets; marine sediments
of the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Oceans; and in terrestrial lakes and bogs.” 38
Drijfhout et al. support this deduction:
“Abrupt climate change is abundant in geological
records, but climate models rarely have been able to
simulate such events in response to realistic forcing.”39
Are we witnessing another example of the ubiquitous
reinforcement syndrome, where deductions from one
data set, abrupt changes, are ‘seen’ in other data sets?40

Isostatic considerations before glaciation
It is important to consider isostatic effects of the ice
sheets, since these will be important in explaining the differences between the Greenland and Antarctic ice cores. The
time that each Greenland ice core started accumulating ice
likely determines the large-scale features of each ice core.
We must first correct for isostasy to determine the bedrock
elevation before the Ice Age. In general, as ice builds up, the
bedrock is pushed down by the weight of the ice. The upper

Figure 14. The oxygen isotope ratio (top) and the assumed temperature
of snowfall from the top of the core to bedrock for the GISP2 ice core at
the summit of the Greenland Ice Sheet. Note the widely varying oxygen
isotope values in the Ice Age portion of the core below 1,500 m (4,900 ft)
(from Vardiman,44 p. 58).

crust is considered elastic and the up and down motion of the
bedrock is called isostasy. The amount of isostatic sinking
is believed to be about 1/3 the thickness of the ice above,41
based largely on the ratio of the density of ice (~910 g m–3)
to that of the asthenosphere (~3,300 g m–3).42 So, a 3,000
m thick ice sheet would compress the land about 1,000 m
(figure 16). To go backwards to the beginning of ice buildup,
we must raise the land by that amount. We will assume that
the isostatic change is 1/3 the thickness of the ice at each
core location, although isostatic effects are likely caused
by more regional ice thicknesses and not point thicknesses.
The range of elevation recovery for the Greenland ice core
locations ranged from 463–1,110 m.
Table 1 presents the current altitude, ice thickness, present bedrock elevation, isostatic correction, and the height of
the bedrock at the beginning of the Ice Age. The lowlands
were in general around 1,000 m above sea level (asl) at the
beginning. The ice would delay in these lowland locations
of Greenland because the snow and ice built up first in the
mountains before it spread to the lowlands of Greenland
(figures 17–19). The warm water surrounding Greenland
held off the ice in the lowlands for a while. Each ice core
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Table 1. Calculation of the estimated bedrock elevations of Greenland ice core locations before the Ice Age based on an isostatic correction of 1/3 the
thickness of the ice

Ice Core

Elevation of ice (m)

Ice thickness (m)

Bedrock elevation (m)

Isostatic correction (m)

Bedrock before Ice Age (m)

Camp Century

1,855

1,390

495

463

958

NEEM

2,450

2,540

–90

847

757

NGRIP

2,921

3,080

–159

1,017

858

GRIP

3,230

3,029

201

1,110

1,211

GISP2

3,208

3,053

155

1,018

1,173

DYE-3

2,486

2,037

449

679

1,128

likely started accumulating ice at different times between 100–200 years.
It is likely GISP 2 and GRIP glaciated
first since they are far from the warm
ocean, which is also why the Ice Age
ice is thicker there. Camp Century, on
the other hand, was close to the warm
ocean water and would glaciate later,
resulting in a thinner Ice Age portion
of the ice core (compare figures 11
and 14).

Summary
The properties of Greenland ice
cores are summarized showing the
large-scale and small-scale abrupt
change in the oxygen isotope ratios.
18
Figure 15. Simplified chart of δ O and temperature from the end of the Ice Age to today emphasizing
Deep time is automatically built into
the Younger Dryas (YD) cold event after the earlier warm Bølling-Allerød event (from Oard,2 p. 126)
Greenland ice cores by assuming the
ice sheet has been in equilibrium for millions of years. This
assumption determines the number of annual layers, measured
at the top of the ice sheet, that thin with depth. Annual layer
counting is shown to be a subjective exercise, assuming deep
time, and the astronomical or Milankovitch theory of the ice
ages. Many other variables, such as calcium, sodium, carbondioxide, methane, and dust, are correlated to the oxygen
isotope ratio. The abrupt changes are assumed to be millennial-scale fluctuations in temperature that change abruptly,
in years to a few decades. After the discovery of ‘abrupt climate changes’ in GISP2 and GRIP, they were ‘discovered’
in many other climate-related data sets. Isostatic rebound
was employed to find the elevation of the ice core locations
at the beginning of the Ice Age, which will be important for
Figure 16. Glacial isostasy (drawn by Melanie Richard). In the top diagram,
determining average ice sheet growth and the differences
the ice pushes the lithosphere down, but after the ice melts, the lithosphere
slowly rebounds upward.
between the Greenland and Antarctic ice cores in part 3.
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Figure 17. Postulated snow and ice after 50 years in the Northern Hemisphere (drawn by Melanie Richard). Notice that only the eastern mountains of
Greenland are glaciated.

Figure 18. Postulated snow and ice after 100 years in the Northern Hemisphere (drawn by Melanie Richard). Notice that the eastern and south-western
mountains of Greenland are glaciated.

Figure 19. Postulated snow and ice after 200 years in the Northern Hemisphere (drawn by Melanie Richard). Notice that most of the inland areas and
mountains of Greenland are glaciated.
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